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Remove and replace

#Personalisation and modularity will drive
an in�ux of badges and rearrangeable
printed panels.

Consumers are demanding more from
purchases, including longer lifetimes and
renewed relevance: modular styles provide
this incentive. Invest in interchangeable
elements to encourage customers to keep and
personalise garments. This trend caters to the
desire for versatile items with an array of
styling options for youth and older markets.
The interchangeability of graphics and
branding engages the wearer and enables
them to transition between casual and formal
settings.

Sustainability: consider the recyclability of
products when using velcro badges or panel
fasteners. Provide clear disassembly options
or buy-back schemes. Prioritise extending the
lifecycle of garments by encouraging design-
swapping and updating attachable elements.

The #BadgedUp theme is gaining traction at kidswear trade
shows, with personalised pins and velcro badges

Bleu Citron

Pamboo

AFFXWRKS' branded Stash
Pad carries small items, like
keys, and can be attached to
apparel and accessories

AFFXWRKS

TOMBOGO uses
interchangeable panels to
encourage customisation

@tombogo

Ledin

Interchangeable printed bibs with popper
closures will also reduce washing demands

@olandino_of�cial

Gnarhunters x Nike
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22personalisation%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22modulardesign%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89918#page5
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22badgedup%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93723#page11
https://www.instagram.com/p/CeJqaespnCW/


Cutouts

#Cutouts will become increasingly
graphics-focused, developing from the
trend for daring apparel and a demand for
mono-materiality.

Laser-cut designs and negative-space details
are becoming commercially widespread and
will retain relevance as designers use the
technique for # SubversiveSexy and serene
summery looks. WGSN catwalks data shows
that cutout details were up by 137% YoY at the
A/W 22/23 catwalks.

Tap into this key investment with floral petal
and foulard patterns for conservative
consumers, or # Y2K icons for the youth
market.

Sustainability: the process enables the use of
single-material compositions throughout
designs, increasing a garment's recyclability at
the end of its life and making circularity
feasible. Be conscious of offcuts. Collect waste
fabrics, separated by fibre composition and
colour, to be recycled.

Airy qualities and layering options makes cutouts a
#FestivalFashion essential

@msgm

@stefan_cooke

Bold blooms and kaleidoscope
geos are ideal motifs

@tylermcgillivary

Stella McCartney

Chloé

Intricate laser-cuts can be used to emulate
embroidery details and delicate lace

@mrporter

Éin
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22cutout%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed/?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22:%5B%22monomaterial%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters={%22hashtags%22:[%22subversivesexy%22]}
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93526#page2
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93891#page3
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93063#page3


Cute quilting

#ContemporaryQuilting takes on daring
patterns to create bold looks that go beyond
comfort.

Noughties nostalgia and rural themes are
bringing back kitsch and cute motifs such as
hearts, smileys and clouds. Quilting has grown
in popularity across all age and gender
markets, and with sustainable advances the
emphasis is expanding to creative
patterns. Broaden out from the # HomeHub
trend with outlandish motifs and Y2K swirling
patterns.

Sustainability: source sustainable alternatives
for wadding such as recycled plastic bottles
collected from the ocean and qualities such as
biodegradability and water-repellency. Mono-
material composition, which increases
recyclability, is a viable option here through
layering fabrics and using threads of the same
fibre composition.

@erl__________ JNBY

@susanfangof�cial

Tap into #MetaStreetwear looks
for #YouthEssentials or scale
patterns with uber-quilting for menswear

KGL

@donkwear
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22contemporaryquilting%22%5D%7D
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Hand-painted

Hand-rendered patterns are offering the
ultimate one-of-a-kind expression.

Artistic handmade prints are appealing to the
mass market on three major drivers:
customisation, # Upcycling and an appreciation
for cra�. The #ArtInFashion trend is not
slowing, as designers and consumers are
increasingly seeking bespoke or unique pieces
created through authentic artistry.

Brands such as MCQ have had success in
# CreativeCollabs, while indie designers
including Juliet Johnstone and Small Talk
Studio lead this trend with bespoke hand-
finished custom orders o�en frequently filled.

Sustainability: adopt a made-to-order model
with mass upcycled fabrics or customisable
DTG prints with hand-finished details for
speed.

Ghanaian brand The Slum Studio creates one-off pieces from
hand-painted textiles that would otherwise become waste

@theslumstudio

Colour-it-in styles are a great way to engage kids in this trend,
as exempli�ed by Hiro and Crayola x Vans

@hiro_store_

@julietjohnstone

Mishmash motifs, as seen at
Bode, call back to graduation
traditions and is a favourite at
Makers Market

@shop_69_tearz

McQ

Deloitte reports that a �fth of consumers who
express an interest in personalised products
would pay a 20% premium for them

@gitmanvintage

@ayshatengiz
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22upcycled%22%2C%22upcycling%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22artinfashion%22%5D%7D
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https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/ch/Documents/consumer-business/ch-en-consumer-business-made-to-order-consumer-review.pdf


Hyper-tactile

Sensory experience will become signi�cant,
as customers seek physical interaction
beyond e-commerce screens.

Comfort, cosiness and an array of textural
experiences will be sought out by consumers
seeking enjoyment from purchases. This
direction rebels against the mundane printed T-
shirt. Designers are banking on the use of
appliqué, embroideries and # Plush fabric-
mixing to create # 3DTexture hero pieces.

More is more here. Beyond hedonistic
indulgence, designs tap into the growing
appreciation for cra�, with tu�ed icons and
stumpwork florals proving popular. Use this
direction as a development from
# JoyfulExpression and comfort-evoking
designs.

Sustainability: educate your consumer on the
circularity implications of
# ExtremeEmbellishment designs, and
encourage disassembly a�er use through
return and reward schemes.

Motifs such as #NaiveDaisies, hearts and toys play into the
rising #Kidult theme

APWSTUDIO

Otherworldly aesthetics provide a fresh approach to this
frequently #Homespun-inspired direction

@_jekeun

@miramikati

PERTE D'EGO

Playful patterns and #CraftedDetails are set
to be key across knit and jersey in S/S 23

Good News

Opt for #RecycledMaterials for plush
elements

@aland_usa

Uneven #HyperTextures are offering a playful
update to kidswear styles

@children.of.leto
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93202#page8


Beading

#Embellishment will experience a
resurgence, with kidult and tactile trends
bringing #Charms back to the mainstream.

Beads and pearl-like decorations are adorning
apparel again, with occasion and partywear
back in full force and nostalgic DIY trends
rising across social media. This application
appeals to all markets, with the older
customer associating the technique with luxury
cra� details, and the younger audience noticing
# Personalisation and festival-ready aesthetics.

Sustainability: use luxe-cycled deadstock
beads or certified recycled materials that meet
Recycled Claim Standard and Certified
Responsible Source eco standards. Use
dissolvable or detachable stitching to ease
disassemble for recycling; this must be
communicated to customers for everyday
garment care.

Ori Rio
Beads can be an sustainable alternative to
sequins.

@notavailableinyrcountry

@arual.lhuillier @modadepedro KGL
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed/?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22:%5B%22embellishment%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/91700#page4
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Rural repurposing 

#Upcycling directions are expanding from
indie studios and bedroom hobbies to viable
mainstream products.

Environmentally conscious younger
generations have evolved
# DeadstockDesign and love-cycled
cra� thanks to their love for thri� and
customisation, as seen across TikTok. Catwalk
brands and amateur creators are innovating
through upcycling to achieve # ZeroWaste and
circular economies, pushing this application
into mainstream trends. Repurposing vintage
print is the budding technique to tap into retro
and homespun aesthetics.

Sustainability: source old tea towels,
tablecloths and beach towels to turn into fresh
fits. Unlike the # Patchwork method, fabrics
become whole garment panels in this
application, and smaller scraps adorn clothes
as collaged appliqué graphics and motifs.

@pikolclothing

@kirsh_of�cial

Kristin Mallison

Vintage prints are utilised to
add unique elements to
#TheNewIndie looks

@zdroyevski_

@softpawvintage

Vintage beach and tea towels from the 1970s
onwards are the most common fabric choices

@fourbirdsnest

@c_o_a_t_z
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22upcycling%22%2C%22upcycled%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed/?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22:%5B%22deadstockdesign%22%5D%7D
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/93794#page7
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Meta-ready

Expect the virtual fashion and
#DesignForDigital techniques to uptick as
the demands and constraints of IRL fashion
print rise.

A future-proof approach will be essential for
print design to accommodate for ever-evolving
digital applications. Print motifs will need to
seamlessly translate to animations and 3D print
assets for # Metaverse experiences,
otherworldly digital designs and digital twins of
real-life garments.

Expand print design beyond physical garments
into XR experiences. Invest in products that
elevate graphics to unlock further assets to
engage customers, and prepare for NFT
personalisation, as consumers will want to
exhibit their owned assets.

Sustainability: it's essential to research the
environmental impact of Web3 technology and
products before collaborating. Opt for carbon
neutral or positive blockchains.

Institute of Digital Fashion x Roksanda

H&M's collaborative range with Toca Life World
is available physically and as digital out�ts in
the Toca Life World app

Toca Life x H&M

FFFACE.ME uses T-shirt graphics to trigger
unique Instagram AR �lters

Finch x Ffface

Ommy Akhe is a creative technologist working
to build reactive AR prints that will remove the
need for multiple physical variations

Ommy Akhe

@placebo_dfh MCQ
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/feed?filters=%7B%22hashtags%22%3A%5B%22virtualfashion%22%2C%22designfordigital%22%5D%7D
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Cross stitch

#CraftedDetails are experiencing a
renaissance, with cross stitch emerging as
the primary embroidery technique to
connect with consumers' love of rural
artistry.

The # Cottagecore and # GrandmothersHouse
trends have sparked a renewed interest in
# RusticEmbroidery. The cra�ed style is
expanding beyond rural directions to a variety
of themes such as kitchenbody and Reclaimed
romance.

Work with communities that use traditional
techniques to authentically create
embroidered styles. Consent, representation
and collaboration are key. Use workshops and
activations to connect customers to artisan
communities and share knowledge.

Sustainability: use handcra�ed styles to bring
new life to deadstock and further # ZeroWaste
aims. Use thread with the same composition as
base garments to allow for garment recycling.

@smallable_store

Adish authentically incorporates traditional
Bedouin and Palestinian embroidery
techniques into contemporary collaborations

Adish

@johnny.romance

Costello Studio Mardi Amber
Add interest through off-kilter placements
and repeat motifs around hemlines

@zdroyevski_
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https://www.adishstudios.com/craft


1 2 3
Action points

Invest in modular designs and interchangeable
elements to allow the customer to customise their
purchases. Removable and replaceable patches are a
simple way to extend product lifecycles. Opt for hand-
painted finishes via artist collaborations to upsell
premium collections

Avoid virgin fabrics where possible. Use vintage fabrics
for mix-and-match-pattern garments and reclaim scraps
as appliqué graphics. Offcuts of plush styles are
perfect for hyper-tactile elements. Utilise deadstock or
certified recycled materials for beads and 3D
embellishments

Employ cutout techniques and quilting with single-
material compositions to increase the recyclability of
products a�er consumer use. Use the same fibre build
for embroidery threads as base fabrics. Encourage the
dismantling of 3D designs with infographics and
incentive programmes

Prioritise techniques that add a sense of
personalisation to products

Source vintage fabrics and embellishments
for upcycling opportunities

Invest in mono-material products and strive
for circularity
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